
Boat Trailer Lights Replacement (for replacing existing trailer lights) 

A boat trailer is arguably the most important piece of equipment for the mobile 

angler; it’s also usually the least respected and maintained.  

Fortunately, trailer construction quality has never been a real issue from 

reputable boat builders, and wheel bearings and tires are the best they’ve ever 

been. What continues to haunt many boaters though are their trailer lights. It’s a 

surprise they ever work at all with the continuous abuse they take from road 

vibration, being constantly showered with road grit and grime, and, of course, 

always going in and out of the water. 

  



BASIC REPLACEMENT LIGHT INSTALLATION PROCESS

To replace existing trailer lights, find the appropriate Optronics trailer light 

model, incandescent or LED, to fit the current placement or cutout in the trailer’s 

frame. 

• Screwdriver 

• Wire cutter/stripper/crimper 

• Pair of needle nose pliers 

• Wire nuts or connectors 

• Electrical tape 

YELLOW wire Driver side Turn and Brake light

BROWN wire
Tail, Marker, Clearance and License 

light

GREEN wire Passenger side Turn and Brake light

BLACK wire Side marker

BLUE wire Trailer brake lockout/reverse lights

WHITE wire Ground

Safety precautions before starting

1. Park the trailer on level ground in an area void of all traffic. 

2. Chock front and back of at least one tire. 

3. Disconnect power source to trailer lights. 

1. Check the vehicle’s trailer light connector before proceeding to make sure it 

is working properly to minimize trouble shooting should you experience 

trailer light issues upon completion. 

2. Remove/replace lights in respective pairs, to stay focused and knowing the 



second one is always easier. 

3. Study each light before removing, observing housing, wire colors, wire 

connections, and to make sure replacement light is correct. 

4. Keep all tools and parts together in a common carrier (bucket, cardboard 

box, etc.). 

5. Fully complete each installation before moving to the next.  

6. Make written note of anything needing further attention upon completion. 







All LED trailer lights are not created equal. A partial single row of 

LEDs is all that remains working on this boat trailer’s "waterproof" right 



tail light after replacement only 15 months ago. Optronics LEDs are potted 

to seal out water. Notice the reflector replaced at the same time is also 

missing.

More blinkety-blink LEDs. The left tail light on the same boat trailer 

hasn’t fared much better than the right. Although it has two rows of LEDs 

working, neither is a full row. The owner is faced with having to already 

replace tail lights again in less than two years.

Only basic tools needed. A pair of needlenose pliers, wire cutter/stripper, 

wire connectors or nuts, screwdriver and electrical tape are all you need to 

install most Optronics replacement light kits.



Oval grommet tail lights a snap to replace. Any adept handyman or 

woman can install a replacement Optronics trailer light without problem. 

Each replacement kit comes with the sealed light insert, rubber grommet 

and pigtail.

That’s all there is to it. Connect the pigtail to the trailer’s wire using wire 

connectors or wire nuts. Plug the pigtail into the back of the LED cartridge. 

Fit the cartridge into the rubber grommet. Done!



With the tail light, side clearance light, and rear and side reflectors in 

place, the old trailer has a new beaming rear end.

Bold and the beautiful. The new Optronics LED tail light shines brightly, 

even in daylight, where once before the not-so-old brand X replacement 

light looked like a bad jack-o-lantern grin.



New lights spruce up old trailer. Even with time and road wear rust spots, 

new trailer lighting makes an old trailer look good. More importantly, it 

makes an old trailer road-legal and safe for everyone on the highways.

It said it was waterproof. The brand X LED light said waterproof trailer 

light on the packaging. But after removal and closer examination, it’s easy 

to see part of the reason for failure was serious amounts of water had gotten 

on the inside.



Won’t pass as Rudolph. But the amber reflector on the trailer’s bow stop 

area serves to illuminate an otherwise dark area of the trailer when hit by 

headlights, whether passing through an intersection or sitting idle in a boat 

ramp parking lot.


